
ERRATA CORRIGE

In Chapter 8, the following text is missing before Section
8.5.

TABLE I
SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME FORMULAS

Pattern Binding
Type

Formula

Sequential SW-SW RTSW−SW = ExTCa + ExTCb
+ CTCa,Cb

Sequential SW-HW RTSW−HW = ExTCa + ExTCb
+ CTCa,Cb

Sequential HW-SW RTHW−SW = ExTCa + ExTCb
+ CTCa,Cb

Sequential HW-HW RTHW−HW = ExTCa + ExTCb
+ CTCa,Cb

Parallel SW-SW RTSW−SW = ExTCa + ExTCb
+ CTCa,Cb

Parallel SW-HW RTSW−HW = max(ExTCa , ExTCb
) + CTCa,Cb

Parallel HW-SW RTHW−SW = max(ExTCa , ExTCb
) + CTCa,Cb

Parallel HW-HW RTHW−HW = max(ExTCa , ExTCb
) + CTCa,Cb

Figure 1 shows how the formulas of Table 1 are applied for 
calculating the SRT when variants are connected in sequence 
or parallel. Following the control flow, ExTCa is the execution 
time of the first component and ExTCb is the one related to the 
second component, while CTCa,Cb is the extra execution time 
related to the data communication.
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Fig. 1: Sequence and Parallel transformations. In a) and b) we show how 
to apply the formulas of Table 1.

A component-based model compliant to the metamodel
proposed in [1] can be represented as a graph, where each
component is a graph vertex and the binding represents a graph
edge. The total SRT of the model is calculated by applying
existing algorithms (e.g. the depth-first search algorithm [2] or
the breadth-first search algorithm [3]) for traversing the graph.
System Power Consumption (SPC). The system power con-
sumption can be calculated as sum of the single component
power consumption CPC , plus the additional power related
to the system architecture and platform. An example of this
additional power related to the platform is the static power con-
sumption related to the FPGA or the extra power consumption
related to the bus used for the communication between the HW
and SW variants. The CPC can be calculated as follows:

SPC =

n∑
i=1

CPCCi + EP, (8.14)

where the CPCCi is the component power consumption for the
i-th component; EP is the extra power consumption related to

the system architecture and platform; n is the total number of
components. It has to be noted here that power consumption
is a value dependent on multiple factors. Thus, the numbers
used in such context are estimations which are very often
highly inaccurate. However, as the errors are considered to
be evenly distributed, this EFP calculation can still give good
relative configuration solutions. Similar considerations and
composition rules (see SDC , or STLT EFPs) can be applied
for calculating other EFPs as for instance the costs or lead
times related to the system implementation cost or the system
maintenance lead time.

8.4.2 Derived system properties

The following EFPs are derived from other properties. 
Total Development Cost (TDC). Considering the different 
development phases (as for instance the requirement analysis 
phase, design phase, implementation phase, verification and 
validation phase), the system total development cost is a 
function of the component cost for each phase (e.g. the System 
Design Cost SDC ), the SDEC (which is calculated using the 
formula presented in Section 8.4.1 ) and the cost related to the 
overall management of the project. It can be calculated as:

TDC = (

k∑
P=1

nP∑
i=1

costCiP ) + SDEC + costM , (8.15)

where P indicates a development phase, and it goes from 
1 to k (number of total development phases); nP is the 
number of components involved in the calculation for a given 
development phase; costCiP is the cost of the i-th component 
associated to a specific d evelopment p hase; a nd c ostM i s the 
overall cost related to the project management.
Total Development Lead Time (TDLT). Similar to the con-
siderations done for the (TDC ) calculation, for the different 
development phases the average system total development lead 
time TDLT can be expressed as a function of the component 
lead time in each phase (e.g. the STLT ) and the lead time 
related to the overall management of the project, both terms 
are divided by the number of resources (e.g. engineers, project 
managers) involved in the development. Consequently, the 
TDLT will be expressed as:

TDLT = (

k∑
P=1

nP∑
i=1

LTCiP

RP
) +

LTM

RM
, (8.16)

where P indicates a development phase, and it goes from 1
to k (number of total development phases); nP is the number
of components involved in the calculation for a given deve-
lopment phase; LTCiP is the lead time of the i-th component
associated to a specific development phase; RP is the number
of e.g. engineers involved in each phase; LTM is the lead time
related to the project management; RM is the number of the
managers leading the project.

8.4.3 Directly-composable system properties

The system properties are calculated only from the same
properties of the involved components.



System Traceability (STr). In accordance with the McCall’s
quality model [5], the traceability is defined as the ability to
trace a component design representation or implementation
back to requirements. Assuming the component traceability as
a link between a component design representation and at least
one requirement, the system traceability can be calculated as
the logic “AND” of the single traceability of each component:

STr =

n∏
i=1

CTrCi, (8.17)

where the component traceability of (CTrCi ) for the i-th
component is expressed as a boolean and n is the total number
of components.
System Design Cost (SDC). The following EFP has been
discussed above, in the indirectly-composable class. However,
under some assumptions the system design cost calculation can
be simplified, and this property can be considered a directly
composable one. Under the assumption that the extra design
related to the architecture and platform related aspects are
negligible, the SDC computation can be simplified:

SDC =

n∑
i=1

CDCCi, (8.18)

where the CDCCi is the component design time for the i-th
component; n is the total number of components. For instance,
this might be the case where the drive routines needed are
already available, and the tools used for the design are able to
automatically configure the HW/SW communication interface1

and the handling of the memory. As a consequence, the design
time required for these tasks is insignificant. Similar reasoning,
which lead to a simplification of the related composition rule,
can also be carried out for other system EFPs such as the
system implementation cost or system testing cost.
System Static Memory (SSM). Typically, the static memory is
allocated in a compilation phase, and can be calculated and
specified for each component. Similarly to [5], we can calcu-
late the system static memory (SSM ) as the sum of the static
memory related to the software variants plus the additional
static memory usage due to for instance the parameterization
of the system interface or the configuration of the real time
operating system. The SSM can be expressed as follows:

SSM =

n∑
i=1

CSMCi + EM, (8.19)

where the CSMCi is the component static memory for the i-th
component; EM is the extra static memory utilization; n is
the total number of components.
System FPGA Area (SFA). The system FPGA area utilization
(SFA) is a function of the area utilization of the HW variants
and the additional area utilization that can be required for
instance for the communication. It is usually expressed in
number of gates allocated and can be calculated as:

1http://se.mathworks.com/solutions/fpga-design/hardware-software-
codesign.html

SFA =

n∑
i=1

CFACi + EA, (8.20)

where the CFACi is the FPGA area utilization for the i-th
component; EA is the extra FPGA area utilization; n is the
total number of components.
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